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How to Make a DIY Headboard with Peel and Stick Wallpaper

By Danika Herrick on March 8, 2024










[image: Four horizontal blocks of designs inspired by the African diaspora. From left to right, designs featuring Afro picks, large yellow and red orchids, large dark teal and black leaves and repeating Art Deco-inspired terracotta eyes.] 
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How To Reupholster a Settee

By Wendy Conklin on February 1, 2024
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An Outdoor Party Must-Have: DIY Cornhole Beanbags

By Alex Craig on April 6, 2018


Updated February 25, 2021Eco Canvas was retired on February 25, 2021 but you can recreate this project with Spoonflower’s Recycled Canvas. Learn more about Recyceld Canvas, a woven canvas featuring REPREVE® […]
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How to Make DIY Tie-Dye Bandanas

By Anna Fletcher on July 16, 2021
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Make Your Own Fanny Pack with This Free Pattern

By Anda Corrie on September 17, 2019
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Learn How to Sew a Sunglasses Case Using Two Fabric Swatches

By Anda Corrie on October 9, 2018
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How to Make Reusable Produce Bags

By Spoonflower on December 19, 2017


Reusable product bags make it a snap to forego plastic bags, but in order to use them you’ve got to have them on hand. Lucky for you, this tutorial will […]
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[image: Woman in a green jacket and dress, blue tights and green boots poses in front of a small house surrounded by foliage is wearing a blue hooded scarf.] 
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How To Make a Hooded Scarf

By Peppermint Magazine on January 15, 2024
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Quiz: Which Fabric Is Best For Your Next Project?

By Arlette Hawkins on January 12, 2024










[image: Dani sits cross legged on several different of her wallpaper designs laid out on the floor. She is also holding rolls of several of her wallpaper designs in her hands. She is wearing a bright geometric jumpsuit and looking up at the camera and smiling.] 
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Dani Dazey on Designing Wallpaper and Pivoting Her Business 

By Betsy Greer on January 9, 2024










[image: The block print covered in green rests above the print of the design on a white sheet of paper.] 
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How to Make a Block Print Design

By Alyson Toone Aguilar on December 20, 2023










[image: Holiday presents are wrapped in colorful fabric ribbon in jewel tone colors, in both a Christmas tree repeating design and small squares of coordinating colors in varying pairings.] 
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How to Make Ribbon Out of Fabric 

By Lisa Cartrette on December 19, 2023










[image: A rectangular graphic for the Doodle-A-Day 2024 header. The background of the graphic is mint green. The header contains information about the challenge, including the year, 2024, in pink at the top, followed by Spoonflower’s wordmark and Ello Lovey’s logo in black. Next, Doodle-A-Day is in brown, followed by the month, January, in a large white text. Lastly, there’s the social media hashtag for the challenge #DoodleADayJanELSF in brown.] 
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All About the 5th Annual Doodle-A-Day Challenge with Ello Lovey

By Betsy Greer on December 18, 2023










[image: Two tea towels with various botanicals hang from the handle of a stainless steel appliance.] 
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How To Make a Pressed Flower Tea Towel

By Robert Mahar on December 13, 2023










[image: A woman wearing a green long-sleeved shirt and tan pants sits on a mint stool and is looking at a small red, white and black snuffle mat that she made for her cat. She is sitting in front of a white background.] 
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See Our Employees’ Top Polartec® Fleece Project Picks

By Betsy Greer on December 12, 2023
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Artist Spotlights →

Behind every Spoonflower design is an independent artist from around the world.



Meet the Makers →

Entrepreneurs, makers and businesses powered by Spoonflower’s on-demand digital print process.



Spoonflower Small Business Grant → 

Meet Spoonflower Small Business Grant winners and learn how you can apply to be a grantee. 













Get Ready for Summer










[image: Danika's mom wears a caftan and stands next to some pink flowers. The caftan features hot pink and orange cabanas on a white background.] 
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How to Design and Sew Your Own Caftan Cover-up


By Danika Herrick on July 14, 2022

4 comments 
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How to Make the Cutest Custom Toddler Swimsuits with Fill-A-Yard


By Spoonflower on May 25, 2020
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How to Sew Your Own Swimsuit with Katie Kortman


By Katie Kortman on July 2, 2019
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4 Indie Swimsuit Patterns to Sew This Summer


By Katie Kortman on July 2, 2019
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[image: Rumana in her green leafy modest swimsuit and turban at the edge fo a wave at a beach.] 
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What I Learned Making My Own Modest Swimsuit


By Rumana Dawood on July 9, 2019
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Beat the Heat! Make Your Own Chic Summer Tunic


By Theresa on July 25, 2017
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Want More Project Ideas?

Our DIY tutorials are easy to follow and are fit for all seasons.

Your Next DIY Awaits
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Shop Fabric

Shop the Spoonflower Marketplace featuring over one million designs

Shop Fabric





Shop Wallpaper

Celebrate your individuality with our print-on-demand wallpaper

Shop Wallpaper





Shop Home Decor

Update your surroundings with our home decor products

Shop Decor
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